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Cross-Relaxation Effects in the Saturation of the 6328-A Neon-Laser Line
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We report experiments which show that saturation of the inhomogeneously broadened
6328-A neon-laser line 18 strongly affected by cr088 relaxation wh1ch tends to red18-
tribute the excited atoms over the Maxwellian velocity distribution and thus leads to
partially homogeneous line saturation. Our results for Ne discharges agree well with
theoretical calculations based on a "strongmollision" model. Results for He:Ne mix-
tures show deviations from this model that we attribute to the "weak" cross relaxation
caused by He-Ne collisions.

In this Letter we report experimental results which demonstrate that saturation of the inhomogen-
eously broadened 6328-A neon laser occurs not just for atoms with resonance frequencies in the vicin-
ity of the saturating frequency, but also for atoms with resonance frequencies far removed from this
frequency. As well as the usual "hole-burning" in the vicinity of the frequency of the saturating radia-
tion, ' there is a reduction of gain over a large part of the Doppler-broadened gain curve. These re-
sults are in fairly good agreement with a simple theory based on a "strong-collision" model' which
assumes that cross-relaxation effects redistribute excited atoms uniformly over the Maxwellian veloc-
ity distribution. One important implication of this result is that previous measurements of the homo-
geneous linewidth y, based on Lamb-dip measurements' or nonlinear wave interactions, 4 overestimate
the linewidth at high pressures, especially for a pure neon discharge. More accurate values for this
parameter are given in this paper.

The experiments reported here are performed by passing two beams of light of the same frequency
in opposite directions through a sample discharge. One of these beams is amplitude modulated at an
audio rate, and t:he audio signal imposed on the other beam due to their nonlinear interaction in the
sample discharge is detected. By tuning the frequency of these beams away from the atomic resonance
frequency, eRch beam can be made to interact with different velocity groups of atoms, and the gain
saturation can be probed over a wide frequency range.

An appropriate theoretical description of this experiment can be made using a semiclassical model,
describing the quantum state of atoms with velocity v located at position ~ at time f, statistically by Rn

ense191Me-averaged density lTlatrix p(r, v, i). The interaction with the two light fields ln the dipole ap-
proximation ean be introduced as a perturbation into the Hamiltonian. Cross-relaxation effects which
redistribute atomic excitation in velocity space can be taken into account phenomenologieally in the
equation of motion obeyed by the matrix p. Some physical processes which could contribute to cross
relaxation are elastic atom-atom collisions, trapping of resonance radiation, ' and collisional atomic
excitation exchange. Once the matrix p is known for atoms of a given velocity v, the corresponding
macroscopic polarization of the amplifying medium, and hence its gain and dispersion, can be obtained
by averaging the expectation value of the electric dipole moment over the atomic velocity distribution.
If we restrict our RQRlysis to smaII light intensities use R simple strong collision model Rnd Rs
sume that the Doppler width 4vo is Targe compared with the pressure-broadened Iinewidth' y, the
final result, as pointed out by Szoke, ' is the same as that expected from a simple "hole-burning" pic-
ture.

For the sake of simplicity we restrict our attention to this case. We start from the familiar rate
equations for the population densities of the upper and lower laser levels n, (v) and n, (v), considered
as functions of the axial atomic velocity ~. In the absence of velocity-changing collisions, these equa-
tions may be written

& .( )/d~ = &. ( )-~, .( )-[I, ,( )+I. ,( )1[ .( )-, ( )],

dn, (v )/dt = X, (v)- y, n, (v) + [f,o,(v) + I,cr, (v) ][n, (v)-n, (v) ],
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where I, = (c/8m) iE, I' is the intensity of laser field 1, and

( )
— y i ab4~

hc [y'+ (cu„-(u,-k,v)'] '

Here p„is the dipole moment of the transition, ' co„is 2m '„where v„is the resonant frequency of
a stationary atom, and ~, =2m v, where v, is the frequency of the incident radiation field 1. Correspond-
ing definitions hold for I, and 0,. For the experiments reported here k, = -4, and ~, =~,. For the col-
lisional excitation rates ~ we assume a Maxwellian velocity distribution, i.e. ,

&, (v) =A, f (v), A, (v) =A~ f (v); f (v) = (nv)'~2 exp(-v2/v'). (4)

Spontaneous and collisional decay processes for the upper and lower laser levels are described by the
decay rates y, and yb, respectively.

To allow for cross-relaxation effects we can modify the rate equations (1) and (2) by adding to the
right-hand side a term

(dn„(v)/dt]„„~,„=-n„(v)fl „(v',v)dv'+ fn„(v')I (v, v')dv', n=a or b. (5)

The "collision kernel" I"(v, v') has to obey the principle of detailed balancing. We adopt a "strong-
collision" model' by which we mean that the probability of finding the atom with velocity v' after a
cross-relaxation event is independent of the initial velocity v; i.e. , we set

I „(v', v) = I"„f (v '), o. = a or 5,

where I is a basic cross-relaxation rate characteristic of level e. Thus, the cross-relaxation terms
are simplified to

[dn (v)/dt]„„&„=-I'„n„(v)+ I f(v) fn„(v')d'v'.

We are interested in the perturbations An (v) =n (v)-[n (v)], , of the population densities n„,o =a or
b, caused by the saturating field 1. Assuming small light intensities and considering only steady-state
solutions, we obtain

An, (v) = — ' ' ' — o, (v)+ ~ fo, (v')f (v')dv',
a ~a ~a

where N '=A„/y; o. =a or b. Starting from Eq. (2) we obtain corresponding results for hn, with a
and 5 interchanged. Obviously the first term in the square brackets gives the Lorentzian "hole, " i.e.,
the inhomogeneous saturation of the population density, whereas the second term describes a Gaussian
background due to the cross relaxation.

The corresponding change of the probe-field transition rate, i.e., the measurable signal 8, can now
be calculated:

S-=A/I, cr, (v)[n, (v)-n, (v)]dv = -I,f, (N,'-N, ') + ff ( ) v(vo)a ( 2)dvvp p 1 1

a ~a

I I
+ ' ' + ' ' ff (v)v, (v)dv ff (v)a, (v)dv

a ~a b ~b

The integrals can be evaluated by means of the tabulated plasma dispersion function. In the limit y/
A~D «1, where A~D= Iklv = 2~4 vD, and with the definition I vy & b I 6 & we obtain

S=-I I (N -N, )
—lu. I' +p p 3

y 8 1 1 y -Av
2 a 5 cg ab +1/2A+ I +y I +y p+(2+++)2 A+ 2ex

I'. /y. I, /y, 1 -2(b, v)'

We see, then, that with these approximations the measured signal consists of a peak of width -y/2v
and a wide Gaussian background.

Experiments were performed with the apparatus shown in Fig. 1. The single-frequency 6328-A He-
Ne laser beam from laser 1 is split into two components. One beam passes directly through the gas
discharge tube; the other is chopped and passed through the discharge tube in the opposite direction,
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FIG. I. . Experimental setup. When measuring the interaction signal, the beam from laser 2 is blocked off.

A similar setup using beams traveling in the same direction was described by Shank and Schwarz. 4

The gas pressure in the discharge tube is monitored with a thermocouple vacuum gauge. Maximum
interaction is obtained by focusing the two beams into a short length of active discharge. A second
laser is stabilized to line center. Its output is then beat with the output from laser 1 in a square-law
detector and the beat frequency observed with a spectrum analyzer. In this way the frequency detuning
of laser 1 from line center can be measured accurately. After the frequency detuning is measured,
light from laser 2 is blocked off so that no light from laser 2 enters the sample discharge during a
measurement of an interaction signal.

Experiments were performed with various pressures of a 7:1 mixtur''e of He:Ne" or pure Ne in the
discharge tube. Figure 2 shows typical sets of data obtained with 1.1 Torr of 7:1 He':Ne" and 2.2

Torr of Nem'. The plotted normalized signal has been corrected for the variation in intensity of the
probing laser as it is tuned across the gain curve. The results are fitted, using a least-squares curve-
fitting computer program, by the expression

y' ' (a v+5)' (a v+5)'
y2+4v2(b, v+ 5)a 6 vn 6 vn2

(11)

where A, y, C, and 5 are adjustable parameters. The parameter A is a scale factor. The parameter
5 is included to allow for the fact that the frequency-stabilized reference laser may not be stabilized
to exactly line center. C is the cross-relaxation parameter. The values of y and C are the useful
data and these results are presented in Fig. 3. The value &v& was taken to be 850 MHz, correspond-
ing to a gas temperature of 350'K. A typical fit of the theoretical curve to the experimental data is
shown in Fig. 2. The dashed line is the curve using Eq. (11) and the solid line is a curve for no cross
relaxation (C= 0) fitted to the experimental data at the peak and —,-signal points. It is clear that the in-
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FIG. 2. Typical data for (a} 1.1 Torr 7:1 He:Ne and (b} 2.2 Torr Ne . In both eases the dashed line is the
curve for no cross relaxation.
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the He':Ne" mixtures are still appreciable. For
example, the data for 1.1 Torr 7:1He':Ne" in-
dicate that approximately 20% of the atoms con-
tributing to the gain come from outside the region
of the "hole" to be expected in the absence of
cross saturation.

We have shown that the saturation behavior of
the 6328-A Ne-laser transition is strongly af-
fected by cross-relaxation effects. A more com-
plete theory including "weak" cross-relaxation
effects characteristic of He-Ne collisions, and
a discussion of some Of the implications of these
cross-relaxation effects, will appear in a subse-
quent publication now in preparation.
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FIG. 3. Experimental results for (a) linewidth y and

(b) cross-relaxation parameter C versus pressure for
a 7:1 mixture of He3:Ne and for pure Ne discharges.
The error bars denote two standard deviations in the
parameters determined by a least-squares curve-fit-
ting computer program.

elusion of the Gaussian background greatly im-
proves the fit with the experimental data. Note
that although the "strong-collision" model gives
a good fit to the Ne" data, the 7:1 He'. Ne" data
do not fit well in the wings of the curve. We be-
lieve that this is due to the fact that collisions
between a He and a Ne atom cause velocity shifts
of the Ne atom that are much less than in the
case of Ne-Ne collisions because of the smaller
mass of the He atom. The "strong-collision"
model does not take account of small velocity
shifts characteristic of the relatively weak He-
Ne collisions. "

Figure 3 shows the "best-fit" values of y and
C for Ne o and 7:1 Hes:Ne mixtures as a function
of total gas pressure. Note that although very
large cross-saturation effects are observed in
the case of Ne', the cross-saturation effects in
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